SE-C5TW-B
245061

SRP 99,99 €
In-Ear Wireless Headphones with 6 mm rare-earthmagnet drivers, ultra-long 5-hour playback and IPX5
water resistance

Colour

PRODUCT DETAILS
Perfecting every facet of truly wireless design

The C5truly wireless liberates your music from cable mess. Equipped with 6 mm (1/4) rare-earth-magnet drivers that
produce deep bass and sparkling mid-range sound, these snug-fitting earphones feature Bluetooth® 5.0 wireless
technology and are compatible with the AAC codec. Continuous playback extends to five hours while the supplied
Quick Charge carry-case refreshes the earphones for another hour’s entertainment in just 15 minutes. Total on-thego
playback is 15 hours*. Simple button-presses enable hands-free music and call management, while Ambient
Awareness mode, Auto Pairing, Auto On/Off, IPX5, and voice-assistant access highlight user-friendliness.

Truly free to feel music
Be wowed by Pioneer sound without irritating cables. Refined 6 mm (1/4) rare-earth-magnet drivers produce powerful,
taut bass while a deep inner-ear fit isolates for clarity.
Ultra-long 5-hour playback and Quick Recharge
The C5truly wireless returns five hours of continuous playback. A pocket-sized carry-case extends playback time up to
15 hours. It features a Quick Charge function that provides enough energy for an hour of playback in just 15 minutes.
Stay connected to the outside world
Ambient Awareness mode activates built-in mics (and adjusts volume) so you can hear the outside world without
taking out your earphones or stopping your entertainment. Listen to announcements, pay at the store, and hear your
surroundings
whenever necessary.
Auto Power On/Off and Auto Pairing
The C5truly wireless powers on automatically when popped from its carry case. Following a simple initial pairing
process, it will connect to registered devices automatically for a seamless transition to your music world.

IPX5 water-resistance against sweat and rain
It’s reassuring to know these earphones carry IPX5 water-resistance
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against spray from any direction. Use with confidence when exercising and don’t worry if the weather catches you out.
Wireless calls and phone assistant activation
Hands-free phone conversations and voice-assistant interaction are supported wirelessly. Single-button panels on both
earphones control playback, manage calls, and activate your device’s supported virtual assistant.

Specs
Product Attributes
EAN:

4573211158359

Manufacturer number:

SE-C5TW(B)CZU

Product weight:

0.23 kilograms

Dimensions and Weight
Product weight:

0.23

Packsize height:

15

Packsize width:

11.5

Packsize length:

3.6

Headphone features
Headphone type:

In Ear
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